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What is the VA-DOE BDSI, and
what does it aim to accomplish?
• The VA-DOE BDSI is an agreement

TheDepartment of Veterans Affairs and Department of Energy Big Data Science
Initiative (BDSI), announced by the Department of Veterans Affairs and the
Department of Energy in April 2017, is a new partnership that combines the
technological and scientific expertise of two federal agencies to advance health
care for Veterans and other Americans. Read on to learn more.
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Will the initiative involve only
MVP data?

What health conditions will be studied through the
partnership?

• The VA-DOE partnership will also

Over time, the VA-DOE partnership will support reseach on a very wide
range of health issues affecting Veterans. Initially, however, the focus will be
on the following three studies:

involve approved research studies
that look at data from the electronic
health records of 24 million Veterans
who have used VA care over the past
two decades, including MVP
participants. The goal of this work will
be to find new ways to improve
healthcare for Veterans.

• Along with MVP and other VA health
data, the VA-DOE partnership will use
records from the Department of
Defense, Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, and the National
Death Index of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention to provide a
more complete picture of each
patient’s health status.

How will the data be kept
secure?
• All data are coded, so that

researchers cannot directly identify
any individual. Also, data will be
accessed by researchers in a
secure enclave and will not leave
the system.

• One project will help VA improve computer algorithms being used to
identify Veterans at high risk for suicide.
• A second project, on prostate cancer, will seek new ways to tell which
tumors are deadly and require treatment, and which are slow-growing
and not life-threatening.
• A third project will explore which sets of risk factors are the best
predictors of certain forms of heart disease. It will help providers tailor
treat-ment based on patients’ individual genetic profiles.
Additional studies are expected to be undertaken by VA and DOE as the
partnership progresses.

The VA-DOE Big Data Science Initiative is a new federal
partnership that promises to advance health care for
Veterans and other Americans.
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